
English First Peoples 12 Educational Guide: Teacher’s CopyLesson Duration: Five days 
Lesson Plan

• Objective In a classroom setting, students will engage with two essays, each written by a First Nations author, to introduce themselves to the contrasting stances that the two authors take towards “white language”; situate each stance within a historical and sociopolitical context; and identify the consequences (past or potential) of adopting these stances. The activities in this lesson will introduce students/give them the opportunity to further develop their understanding of the fraught relationship between First Nations peoples and “national” languages in Canada; situate their own experiences with Canada’s “national” languages within a sociopolitical context; and learn about contemporary, local, and youth-oriented agents of First Nations cultural production. 
• Prescribed Learning Outcomes 1. Oral Language 

• Interact and collaborate in pairs, small groups, and large groups to: achieve common goals; achieve consensus; support the learning of self and others; explore ideas, information, emotions, and experiences; deepen discussion; gain insight into others’ perspectives; comprehend a variety of texts; reflect and make meaning; respond personally, critically, creatively; and create a variety of texts.



• Express ideas, information, and understandings in a variety of situations and forms to: explore and respond; recall and describe; narrate and explain; support and extend; argue, persuade, and critique; and engage and entertain. 2. Reading and Viewing 
• Read, both collaboratively and independently, to comprehend a wide variety of information and persuasive texts dealing with a range of First Peoples topics, including: articles and reports; magazines and newspapers; print and electronic reference materials; advertising and promotional materials; opinion-based materials; and student-generated material. 
• View, both collaboratively and independently, to comprehend a variety of visual texts representing local and other BC First Peoples cultures, including: documentary film and video; photographs; paintings, carvings, totems, textiles, regalia; dance, drama; masks; broadcast media; web sites; and student-generated material. 3. Writing and Representing 
• Write purposeful information texts that express ideas, information, and understandings to: explore and respond; record and describe; speculate and consider; argue and persuade; analyse and critique; and engage.

• Sources (Click on provided links) 
1. Ahasiw Maskegon Iskwew, “Talk Indian To Me: wêmistikôsiwi—mîcim” A 1,900-word essay about First Nations peoples and their relationship to the English language since colonization. The author calls for reciprocity between First Nations peoples and non-First Nations peoples in Canada, where non-First Nations peoples learn the cultures, traditions, and languages of First Nations peoples.
2. Skeena Reece, “Purple Turtle Speaks and Breaks” A 1,500-word curatorial statement about the origins of Indigenous Hip Hop, its importance to First Nations communities as a means of expression, and the use of hip hop as a means of broadcasting issues important to First Nations peoples. 

http://ghostkeeper.gruntarchives.org/publication-mix-magazine-talk-indian-to-me-3.html
http://beatnation.org/images/pdf/Skeena_Reece_curatorial_essay.pdf


3. Ostwelve, “B.Medicine/Baphela Bantu (The People Are Dying)”Musical track by Musqueam hip hop artist Ostwelve. 
• Activity 1. Get into groups of three or four, and discuss your experiences with the English language with your group members. Was English your first language? How do your own experiences compare with those of your group members? Identify examples of how speaking English is encouraged and enforced in Canadian society. 2. Read Ahasiw Maskegon Iskwew’s “Talk Indian To Me: wêmistikôsiwi—mîcim” and Skeena Reece’s “Purple Turtle Speaks and Breaks.” Refer to the attached list of vocabulary when necessary. 3. Listen to Ostwelve’s “B.Medicine/Baphela Bantu (The People Are Dying)” for students. Look over the attached lyrics as you do so. 4. Complete the attached worksheet. 
• Assessment The instructor will decide on the appropriate assessment of this activity and communicate it to the class. 

http://beatnation.org/music.html


Vocabulary     1. “Prior to contact” The period before an indigenous population first encounters an outside culture. 2. Material culture The physical objects produced by the people of a society (including buildings, furniture, art, tools, weapons, and utensils) for the satisfaction of their needs. 3. Eradicate To destroy completely; to pull or tear up by the roots. 4. Bilingual Capable of using two languages fluently; of, relating to, or expressed in two languages. 5. Missionaries Members of a religious group who have been sent to a region to do charitable work, and/or preach the principles of their religion to people who hold different beliefs. 6. Colonization The act of migrating to and occupying a region. 7. Turtle Island An indigenous name for the continent of North America.  8. Rudimentary Basic; not fully developed. 9. Testimony Evidence or proof provided by the existence or appearance of something. 10. Signifier Something that indicates a concept, meaning, or thing. 



Lyrics for Ostwelve’s “B.Medicine/Baphela Bantu (The People Are Dying)”     I’m writing like there’s no time leftClose my eyes and I hold my breathThis rap of ages has sewn my cleftI’ll rattle off raps ‘til I behold my deathBeen blessed with these lyrical abilitiesObsessed with escaping the futilityNo stress allowed, testing capabilitiesChest stings move on filtering hostilitiesOh Baphela Bantu Baphela BantuNo disabilities discard all my injuriesAll these scars make me wonder what the hell got into meIs this path really what it’s meant to be?Either way give thanks to all the gifts sent to meRepresent to me… lay my life up on the lineMy descendants see fate as precise designSurvival tendencies death is always on the mindNo more dependencies Please Creator show me signs!Oh Baphela Bantu Baphela BantuBe a medicine to yourself in a world that’s becoming poisonousBe a light in your own darkness and be the silence to the noise in usBe a medicine to yourself in a world that’s becoming poisonousBe a light in your own darkness and be the silence to the noise in usIn a world that’s poisonous be the silence to the noise in usThe cards are definitely stacked against usHouse rules in this yard that fenced usHow cruel are these guards that sensed usTrying to escape culturally condensed usUnderground then moved the movementWithout sound we proved improvementNo one found they wondered where the groove wentBack to the people where the drums and hooves wentThey wondered where the groove wentBack to the people where the drums and hooves wentNew scent of a revolutionOur two cents in the ConstitutionToo spent from the Earth’s pollutionCrews sent to us for the one solutionNo prostitution of my Mother called the EarthKnuckles clinched fight the machine and all it’s worthNew serum bring less death more birthMedicine to the curse destruction turned reverseDestruction turned reverse



Medicine to the curseBe a medicine to yourself in a world that’s becoming poisonousBe a light in your own darkness and be the silence to the noise in usBe a medicine to yourself in a world that’s becoming poisonousBe a light in your own darkness and be the silence to the noise in usIn a world that’s poisonous be the silence to the noise in usBe a medicine to yourself in a world that’s becoming poisonousBe a light in your own darkness and be the silence to the noise in usBe a medicine to yourself in a world that’s becoming poisonousBe a light in your own darkness and be the silence to the noise in usIn a world that’s poisonous be the silence to the noise in usYo from the Africa to the Americas to the AsiasBaphela Bantu…the people are dying.You have to take it into your own hands to be a medicine to your people…not a venom…silence the noise within you.Baphela Bantu…the people are dying.



Worksheet     Respond to each of the following questions with at least six sentences. 1. In “Talk Indian To Me: wêmistikôsiwi—mîcim,” the author states that the bilingualism of First Nations peoples is “one-sided and oppressive.” Explain this statement. Do you agree with it? Support your answer with specific examples. 2. The author writes that many First Nations individuals have found (and still find) it necessary to become “literate in an enveloping foreign culture” in order to make their voices heard. What is this “foreign culture” that the author speaks of? Historically speaking, has the strategy of communicating in the terms of this culture been effective for First Nations individuals? How relevant is the author’s statement to present-day circumstances? Support your answer with specific examples. 3. In the text, identify one example of how First Nations culture has been/is cast outside the mainstream of “Canadian” culture. Is this still the case today? If so, what can be done to change the situation? 4. “It is now the turn of Euro-Canadians who must also become bilingual and contribute their share to the work of translation and understanding which may also, hopefully, transform their relationships to the land and all our relations living there.” Do you agree with this statement? Why or why not? 5. According to the author of “Purple Turtle Speaks and Breaks,” what is “Indigenous Hip Hop”? Who is producing it? Who makes up its audience? 6. The author states that the absence of “Indigenous expression” in mainstream Canadian culture is a “sign of colonization.” Explain this statement. How does it relate to Maskegon-Iskwew’s essay? 7. What historical circumstances do you believe contributed to the emergence of Indigenous Hip Hop as a “primary source of expression” amongst First Nations youth? Support your answer with specific examples. 8. Listen to Ostwelve’s “B.Medicine/Baphela Bantu,” and go over the lyrics. What issues are being addressed? Cite specific lines to support your answer. 



Respond to the following essay question with at least three paragraphs: Compare the attitudes of Maskegon-Iskwew and Reece towards the use of the English language by First Nations peoples. Who is more optimistic about its potential for broadcasting First Nations voices and ideas? Whose opinion do you agree with? Why? Support your answer with specific examples. 


